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INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION USING DIGITIZED MAP

Summary: In the last few years, since the instructional-educational work has been changed, we speak more and more about two very important processes: the use of the computer and the interdisciplinary education. The two authors – through a particular example – are looking for the answer to the question how reconcilable the two processes are. Forming and developing the knowledge of the map using the computer is new in the practice. The possibilities of knowledge acquisition are also new. We want to emphasize that these processes could be realized in the teaching of several subjects. Moreover, the pupils' mental abilities could be improved by these processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of computers, slowly, but becomes more and more frequent in the instructional-educational work. Spreading of the professional and amateur softwares helps this process. Unfortunately, the softwares which follow the programmes are very rare (Czékus, 1998). They are methodically, didactically and tradely well made. On the other hand, the teachers' further training is running, too. They are much more brave to use computers. We can say that nowadays the instruction and the education is more up-to-date, and more efficient than it was before. (Nadrjanski, 2002).

In spite of all this, the pupils are not active enough on the lesson (Jukić, 1997, Mandić, 1991). They do not get enough feedback about their work, generally only when they do an oral test. Therefore we should find new solutions for these problems.

A possible solution could be the use of computers in the process of teaching. A survey (Gordán, Námesztovszki, 2003) shows that the pupils, who attend the 3rd and the 4th class, can
use the computer on basic level. The problem is that the teachers are still not prepared enough to use the computer (www.palatabla.zenith.org.yu, Cekus 2004).

Generally pupils are easily predisposed to new things, unlike the teachers. In this respect teacher training should be reconsidered.

Using the computer, the education could be interdisciplinary. The interdisciplinary and integrated education has been a requirement in the last few years (Anderson, 1985, Czekus 2005). It especially refers to the teaching of Nature and Society, and Environment, but it can be related to other subjects like Geography and Biology, too.

2. INTERDISCIPLINARY AND INTEGRATED EDUCATION AND THE USING OF THE COMPUTER

In the first four classes of the primary school there are only a few „clear“ school units (Pravilnik, 2005). The contents themselves need to be taught integrated. A good example for this is the treatment of the geographical contents in the subjects „Environment“ and „Nature and Society“.

Complexity is one of the most important characteristics of the subject of nature and society (Czekus, 2005). We have to work up only a few amongst the geographical contents, especially the physical-geography parts, but it is needed to work them up without mistakes; it is important, because in this way later, in the 5th and 6th classes, we will not have to corrigate this knowledge. These contents are: space (field!), terrain, waters, clime, zoö- and fitogeographical contents, natural resources of the lithosphere, demographical contents. The geographical contents relate to the sociological, biological, physical, chemical contents. The digitized map we speak about satisfies the most expectations.

The 3 most important things we have to know about the space: it has a size, we can find orientate in it and it is continuous (it does not have an end).

The child learns about the space step by step (Jukić, 1997, Randjelović, 1996): first as a baby his/her bed and room, later the flat/house. When he/she starts going to school, the space broadens to the home-school relation. These spaces are directly experienced by him/her. Experiencing the abstract space is not as easy, because he/she cannot perceive its size and continuity. It is the duty of the school to help the child understand the concept of the space by developing the skills needed for this. The digitized map helps the improvement of these skills. With the help of this map the child can discover the world around (his home, neighbouring settlements, the community, the region). There are two phases in the development of the orientation: the egocentral-phase (the child is in the centre, he/she compares the surrounding world to himself/herself) and the ecocentral-phase, which needs higher mental abilities. When the pupils make the orientation’s basic principles acquainted - the plan of the classroom, the plan of the schoolyard, the road between the school and another place, the map of the settlement - then follows the use of the digitized map. It can substitute the wall map and the table map, too. In the higher classes (5th-8th) the pupils can read out a settlement’s parallels and the degree of longitude, too.

The digitized map is suitable to show and to hide the terrain, the rivers and the dead waters, too.

It can be used on other lessons, too (for example mother tongue, history). The child can see the arms of some settlements, the old photographs about the settlement (and about its inhabitants).

The map can be used as a dictionary in the Hungarian-language classes, because beside the settlement’s Serbian name there is the Hungarian, too.
The software can be useful at the forming of different skills, too, for example addressing letters. Amongst the datas of the settlements there are the postal codes, too.

When they get practice in the using of the software, teachers can ask the syllabus playfully back, for example they can make imagined trips.

The software is not only good for solving the functional exercises, but also educates – for example teaches tolerance. Amongst the informations about the settlement you can find the settlement’s demographical datas, too. The pupils learn which nationalities live in a settlement. In pedagogy there is a common principle that we can love and respect only those who we know. With the help of this map we can learn more about our community.

3. DIGITIZED MAP OF VOJVODINA

When you put the disc into the CD-ROM, the menu of the software starts automatically (autorn menu). If the „Autorun insert notification” is turned off, we have to turn it on for the menu to start alone. If we do not want to change this function, we start the file „Start. exe” from the CD.

In the software’s menu you can choose:

- **Start** – pressing the button we start the software. The waiting time depends on the quantity of the RAM memory, speed of the CD-ROM, and processor (of course, if the memory is a bigger one, the CD-ROM and the processor is faster, we have to wait less).
- **Introduction** – it contains informations about Vojvodina. It describes the geography, history, politics, population of Vojvodina and contains a gallery of photographs.
- **Exit** – pressing the button we exit from the menu and from the whole software.

![Picture No.1. The software’s autorun menu](image)

3.1. DESCRIBING THE SOFTWARE

The instructional software „Digitized map of Vojvodina” eliminates the lack of the traditional education. Watching the presentation, the user perfects his practical skills in the use of computers. What’s more, this educational software is a global and an interesting source of knowledge. This type of information affects more organs of sense, and provides interactivity. This method has more advantages because it arises pupils’ attention and provides successful work for teachers, contrary to the most dominant method of nowadays – it is the method of chalk-blackboard-words.

It is a common sense that the teaching of Nature and Society based on direct watching (family, home, traffic, qualities of materials and creatures etc.), children can most effectively be acquainted with these things in this way. This works only if there are real conditions for it. With
this software the pupils learn the reality on another way, because there are several ways to achieve the aim. This material gives several ways to the teachers in practice, and also to the pupils who know how to use the computer. This software awakes the interest of pupils with its interesting contents and opportunities, urges the pupils to leave their house and to learn something about their surroundings on the spot, or to do experiments.

The software is worked out following the education-curriculum and the programme (Pravilnik o nastavnom planu, 2005), the textbook (Trebišanin, 2005a), workbooks „Zavičajnica“ (Trebišanin, 2005b) and the methodical handbook (Trebišanin, 2002).

The minimum configuration to the work is a processor 486. It is needed a CD-ROM, a video card with an 800×600 resolution, a sound card and operating system „Windows 95“ or a newer version of Windows, too. The software can be used easily, because you do not need to install the CD, the installing programs are mainly in English. The software does not occupy any memories on the hard disc. There are all the softwares burned on the CD which are needed at the work of the software.

The software is worked out and made in that way that it can be used by the pupils, teachers and parents.

The structure and the handing of the CD is simple, it follows the level of a second class pupil of a primary school. It is enough to know how to use the mouse.

Presentations are used on the introduction lessons, on the repetition- and systematize lessons. It helps the teacher a lot when they learn a new topic.

Digitized map of Vojvodina is made in the software „Macromedia Flash MX 6.0“ and saved in the file „mapa.swf“. The „start.exe“ file contains the appropriate player to the „swf“ files.

In the middle of the monitor is the map, on the edges are the teaching aids to the map.

![Picture No.2. A part of the map with all the properties](image)

3. 2. HELPING INSTRUMENTS

3. 2. 1. The block which makes the screen's picture bigger

The button, which makes the screen's picture bigger, you can find on the left-up part of the monitor. Using the + and the – buttons you can make the map bigger and smaller in the middle of the monitor. Using the arrows you can move the map. There is a circle in the centre of the star; pressing it you can restore the map to its original state, when the whole map is seen and the zoom is 100%. On the right side of the block is a place where the percentage of the zooming is shown, whose value can move between 100% and 400%. Under this icon there are two arrows with which we can make the pictures bigger or smaller. There is a number under the arrows which signs the „measure“ of the zoom.
3.2.2. The block to find settlements

On the left-down part is the block to find settlements. There are 426 settlements of Vojvodina processed. The settlements are arranged by the alphabet. At first we have to choose the initial letter of the settlement we want to find, then get it on the list. If we move the cursor on the name of the settlements, the background of the given settlement becomes blue. When you click on the name of the settlement, you will see introduced circles and a cross which sign the precise place of the chosen settlement. Beside the cross and the circles of signing the settlement, next informations appear on the monitor: the settlement’s Serbian name, its Hungarian name, the name of the community in Serbian, the name of the community in Hungarian, the telephone number and the postal code of the settlement. Clicking on the crossed out circles on the left-up part of the block we destroy circles and the cross which marks the settlement.

3.2.3. The block to set the terrain

It can be found on the middle-top of the monitor. You can determine its coming into view using the arrows. With the arrows you can move the line which is moving on a scale, too. Under this scale there is the percentage of the transparency. If we turn off the terrain on the map, different colours appear on the block. We determine the whole background of the map by choosing these colours.

3.2.4. The block to turn in- and off the groups to modify the map

The block is on the right-up part of the monitor. The next buttons are on this block: the parallel and the degree of longitude, borders, hiding the areas, the surface of the water, roads, built-up areas, legend, informations about the designer, exit.

3.2.4. The block to modify the map

We can modify certain qualities with this option. We can hide and show the different geographical and societical qualities of the map.

The buttons to modify are in the next groups:

- The parallel and the degree of longitude – we hide and show the parallels and the degree of longitude (together or separately).
- Borders – we hide and show the border of the Land, the Province, the area (district) and the community.
- Coverage of the area – we hide and show the areas. We can hide the whole Bačka, or certain parts (North Bačka, South Bačka, West Bačka).
- Area of the water – we hide and show Vojvodina’s areas of water.
- Roads – we hide and show the roads on the map. We can show and hide them using given buttons, motorways, magistral international roads, magistral roads, asphalted roads, local roads and railways.
- Built-up areas – the built-up areas are grouped by the number of their inhabitants. There are the next buttons: settlements under 5,000 inhabitants, settlements between 5,000 and 10,000 inhabitants, settlements between 10,000 and 25,000 inhabitants, settlements between 25,000 and 50,000 inhabitants, settlements between 50,000 and 100,000 inhabitants, settlements more than 100,000 inhabitants. We have put a button in this group to mark the capital of the province, a button to mark the county town of the district, a button to mark the county town of the community. Here is the button to show and to hide the name of the settlements, too.

There are another buttons to show: - legend, informations, the button to exit from the programme.
4. SUMMARY

There are not enough maps in the schools. In a lot of schools they out of dated, ripped maps.

The curriculum does not provide enough time to learn about our closer permanent. Only a few primary school pupils know their community, region and province.

The digitized map contains every settlement in Vojvodina. In addition to the name of the settlements, you can find their Serbian name, postal code, telephone number, the community that belongs to, arms, photos from the settlement and the map of some settlement. You can search for the name of a settlement, too. Besides, the programme contains the roads of Vojvodina (motorways, international roads, magistral roads, local roads, railways), its terrain, the rivers, lakes, marshes, community-borders, district-borders, province- and state borders. The listed things can be turned on and off separately helping the illustration and the search.

A part of the programme is the Introduction, in which the user can read about the geography, history and status of Vojvodina in.

The software which is made by us should ease the mentioned difficulties:
- It would help the realization of the Hungarian equivalent of the Vojvodinian geographical names (settlements, communities, districts, rivers etc.)
- It would equip the schools with timely maps (geographical, political)
- It would teach the users about their closer permanent (roads, water-network, borders)
- It would teach the users about the history of Vojvodina (it would strengthen the attachment to the native country and the tolerance)
- It would develop the younger generation’s computer knowledge (how to use the mouse, a software)

The programme excellently can be applied on the lessons, and the pupils can also use it alone. You do not need a very good computer nor a big knowledge about the computers to run this programme (at the user’s side). The CD contains all the necessary accessories for the running.
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